Fossil fuels, environmental activism and decolonisation in Kenya:
The Lamu coal-fired power plant

Abstract
This paper aims to examine the Kenyan anti-coal activism that can be observed in relation
to the proposed coal-fired power plant in Lamu county from a postcolonial angle. With Kenya being
among the countries with the cleanest energy mixes worldwide in an age of growing global
environmental awareness and mobilization, the proposed coal-fired power plant receives
considerable backlash both in terms of its environmental and social consequences, and the political
narratives and interests underlying it from local residents and Kenyan civil society. It will be
suggested that anti-coal activism in Kenya draws strong connections between fossil fuel-based
energy generation and (neo-)colonial extractivist practices. Hence, anti-coal activism in Kenya
exhibits decolonial facets in its rejection of narratives and strategies promoted by government
officials and energy corporations, claiming to increase energy access through the turn to fossil fuels.
In framing anti-coal activism as a critique of this very official development narrative, activists
contest traditional development narratives.

[words: 8,109]

1. Introduction
In order to alleviate the burden that insufficient electricity coverage is understood to pose
for Kenyan economic development, the Kenyan government in 2003 proposed the construction of
a 1,050 MW coal-fired power plant in the Kawasasi region of Lamu County, located in the South
East of the East African country near the World Heritage Site of Lamu Island. The US$ 2 billion
plant is part of the Lamu Port South Sudan Ethiopia Transport corridor (LAPSSET) project, an
infrastructure project to connect South Sudan, Ethiopia and Kenya spearheaded by the Kenyan
government and part of the Chinese Belt and Road Initiative to foster trade across the continent
(Rosen 2017). The transport corridor is claimed to be the largest and ‘most ambitious’ infrastructure
project in Africa according to the LAPSSET Corridor Authority, including a railway, port, coal
plant, highway and oil pipeline to transport oil from landlocked South Sudan to the Kenyan coast
and connect it to global markets (2020). South Sudan, Ethiopia and China, as one of the main
investors in the project, thus have a strong interest in the project to be pursued successfully and
have exerted pressure on Kenyan government officials to speed up construction. However, the
planned construction of Kenya’s first-ever coal-fired power plant in Lamu has sparked dissent and
widespread protest among the Kenyan public after construction and operation of the plant had been
contracted out to Chinese corporation Amu Power in 2014 with construction to begin soon after.
Activism gained momentum under the broad coalitions of DeCOALonize Kenya and Save Lamu,
concerned about the environmental, economic and social consequences the coal plant for Lamu
county and nationwide. In June 2019, ultimately, the project was put to a halt by the National
Environmental Tribunal (NET) due to ongoing pressures from activists and UNESCO findings of
insufficient assessment of environmental and health impacts as the National Environmental
Management Authority (NEMA) had been found to have breached the law by approving
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construction before conducting thorough assessments in 2017 (NS Energy 2019). The court
mandated NEMA to conduct a new environmental impact assessment and ensure public
participation (NS Energy 2019). However, since major investors have withdrawn their funds, the
coal plant’s future is uncertain. The activists’ victory was named to be among three ‘landmark
climate cases’ by 350.org, as both the construction and its inhibition could inspire similar
trajectories across East Africa (Boulle 2019: 8).
This paper is going to examine the ways in which Kenyan anti-coal activism reveals underlying
decolonial ideologies, and explore in how far their relevance is amplified in the context of natural
resources and environmental concern - two domains that were central to the colonial project in the
past and thus may offer particularly fertile grounds for activism targeting neo-colonial power
structures. In doing so, I aim to understand why decolonial narratives in anti-coal activism have
been a successful mobilization strategy in the fight against fossil fuels and in how far this can
contribute to Leaving Fossil Fuels Underground (LFFU) activism worldwide. Following
Andreasson, ‘the question of energy, how to obtain it and how to use it, is inextricably intertwined
with the notion of modernisation and development’ (2017: 2639), with anti-coal activism
challenging traditional understandings of economic development. The developments in Kenya offer
the opportunity to re-evaluate global hierarchies in terms of progressive environmentalism since a
turn towards fossil fuels in 2019, for a country that obtains 67% of its energy from renewable
sources is a curious move (Leithead 2019). Some argue that there exists a disconnect between global
concerns for rising emissions and climate change on the one hand, and domestic concerns in low
and middle-income countries about access to electricity for households and industry (Boulle 2019:
9). However, communities in Lamu are very concerned about the protection of the environment
ideed, both for moral and economic reasons. Thus, the case study displays a variety of
environmental and developmental discourses that are worth exploring in further detail and relation
to each other. This analysis may open up new perspectives on and opportunities for LFFU activism
originating from the Global South, and question established understandings of important actors and
development. Although there exists a variety of stakeholders and interest groups concerned with
LAPSSET and the Lamu coal plant, including pastoralists, conservationists, fishermen and youths,
the collectives DeCOALonize Kenya and Save Lamu will be the focus of this paper as they provide
frameworks in which different groups have joined together to fight against the coal plant. The two
groups have also been the most active and visible in the fight against coal in Kenya and thus deserve
greater attention. This is not to ignore the valuable impact of other organisations such as 350.org,
Heinrich Böll Stiftung Kenya, IUCN and the American Jewish World Initiative, which have been
active in spreading awareness and mobilizing international support for the cause (Browne 2015:
50). Nonetheless, the two Kenyan organisations have been most directly and successfully involved
in the struggle against coal in Kenya and therefore will be examined more closely.
In terms of the structure of this paper, I am firstly going to lay out the theoretical framework of
postcolonial theory. Then, the case study and main arguments on both sites of the debate will be
summarised briefly. Following this, the two domains will be connected with attention to social
media contributions and activist claims in order to fully understand the decolonial demands implicit
in Kenyan anti-coal activism. In particular, matters of national self-sovereignty and an independent
politics of resource use will be discussed in relation to global demands for climate justice. Kenya
as a country with a rich history in postcolonial literature and activism, including personalities such
as Wangari Maathai, Binyavanga Wainaina and Ngũgĩ wa Thiong'o offers an excellent environment
to carry out such enquiry. Looking into the Lamu case in depth, this paper aims to expose the
interlinkages between development, decolonisation and African environmentalism in the context of
fossil fuels and energy production in an era of growing global environmental awareness. It will be
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explored in how far the Lamu case may have become a trigger for alternative conceptualisations of
development trajectories and thus is important and valuable for LFFU research.

2. A note on methodology
This research seeks to analyse discourses of LFFU and sustainable development in Kenya
in the context of the Lamu coal-fired power plant by using secondary and primary research methods.
This includes the analysis of international and Kenyan newspaper articles, academic literature, as
well as social media contributions on platforms such as twitter and Facebook as primary sources
seen to be reflecting broader civil society attitudes regarding the Lamu controversy. However, as
Boulle summarises it, the problem with discursive analysis is that it tends to overrepresent the
visible and underrepresent the less visible (2019: 9), which is why this study draws on a variety of
sources. As social media has proven to be a popular tool of the anti-coal movement in Kenya, this
analysis will use ‘snapshots’ of content shared by civil society organisations and individuals in
order to highlight the events’ topicality and offer a broader spectrum of insights reflecting the
sentiments among Kenyan and African communities.

3. Theoretical framework: postcolonial development theory and dualisms of modernity
Postcolonial political theory is concerned with global inequalities in power and political
recognition and has gained importance over the last decades especially in the context of African
politics and the politics of development, providing a strong framework through which to analyse
the Lamu-coal debate. McEwans describes postcolonial development theory as concerned with the
material and discursive legacies of colonialism, resulting in a political approach that may be better
described as anti-colonial than postcolonial (2014:137). Following this train of thought,
postcolonialism aims to destabilize and question dominant discourses that are based on imperialist
understandings of power, progress, representation and language (ibid.). By trying to unwrap and
deconstruct such narratives, postcolonial approaches aim to expose the colonial heritage of much
of development and world politics, and recover the agency of those subjugated by oppressive
discourse and policy; the ‘lost historical voices of the marginalized, the oppressed and the
dominated through a radical reconstruction of history and knowledge production’ (ibid. 137, 138).
Nair understands postcolonialism as looking at politics ‘from the margins’, offering alternative and
counter-hegemonic insights into the global political and economic system, as well as local processes
of inclusion and exclusion (2018:50). Postcolonial thought, therefore, seeks to shed light on an
alternative historicity and displace a Western-dominated hegemonic “apparatus of value coding”
(Spivak in Kapoor 2008: 11). i
One of the most influential authors on this topic may be Arturo Escobar who in 1995 formulated a
powerful critique of development discourse and practice in which he places under scrutiny the
construction of the very concept of modernity and development as a way to achieve a universalist
understanding of progress and well-being as conceptualised by agencies and individuals in the
Global North. The divisions created between modernity and backwardness, forming the very
foundation of development discourse and intervention, are, according to Escobar, nothing but
artificial and thus deserve to be contested - and with-it development as a concept (1995). This
thought is further elaborated on by Craggs as she argues that the ‘myth’ of modernity as the ultimate
and universally desirable end of development has been actively constructed and invested in by
colonial, and later on mainly Western academics, professionals and policy makers (2014: 9). Indeed,
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the incentive to ‘replicate’ Western capitalist abundance and universalist understandings of liberty
across the world could not be more colonialist in its ambition (Escobar 1995: 4).
To be able to better understand postcolonial and orientalist critiques of the development narrative
and process in the context of resource extraction, discussing the concept of neo-colonialism is
crucial. First used in the context of African independence by Ghana’s first president Kwame
Nkrumah, neo-colonialism describes a status in which despite colonialism having officially ended,
the exploitative relations between rich and poor countries in the Global North and South persist and
are further manifested and disguised through trade agreements and aid (Nkrumah 1965: 1).
According to Nkrumah, ‘the essence of neo-colonialism is that the State which is subject to it is, in
theory, independent and has all the outward trappings of international sovereignty. In reality its
economic system and thus its political policy is directed from outside’ (ibid.). Further, neocolonialism describes the interest of international investors and financial institutions to lie in the
mere extraction of profit, rather than a genuine interest in improving living conditions or state
income in low- and middle-income countries and therefore continue the colonial fashion of profit
and resource extraction without adequate compensation and opportunity for participation on behalf
of host countries (Ferguson 2006: 197).
Moreover, contemporary neo-colonial power relations do not only risk to lock African states into
exploitative trade and political relations, but into a regime of neoliberal economic governance that
allows ‘economic forces to be increasingly isolated from democratic rule and popular
accountability’ (Gill. 1998. 174). Therefore, embedding neoliberalism is embedding an unfair
structural regime within and between states while these processes are portrayed as ‘necessary’ and
‘natural’, depoliticising reform in the name of modernisation and development (Harrison 2004: 129,
Ferguson 2006: 78).ii, iii Due to their importance for the colonial project and African economies
today, extractive industries are central to understanding the concept of neo-colonialism and, in
reverse, the concept of neo-colonialism can be a crucial tool to understand some of the controversies
surrounding new investments in or development programs targeted at fossil fuels, especially when
narratives of economic advancement are used in order to legitimise endeavours.

4. The Lamu-controversy up close: local and global debates
Kenya has traditionally been a country with low carbon emissions from energy production,
as roughly 70% of the country’s energy mix are generated from renewable sources, where hydro
power contributes one third to national power supply (Latif Dahir 2019a).iv Yet, the latter is
becoming increasingly more difficult to operate due to longer droughts, and various effects of
climate change (Rosen 2017). Thus, (paradoxically), the country finds itself turn towards alternative
and cheap energy sources such as coal in order to satisfy a growing demand for affordable energy.
Low levels of access to electricity and the uneven distribution of the same have been used to justify
the construction of the Lamu coal-fired power plant. v However, the legitimacy of the access-forall reasoning, as well as the definition of ‘development’ that underlie the Lamu coal vision, remain
contested.
Environmental and social concerns play a major role in the opposition against the coal plant.
Coalitions against the coal plant such as Save Lamu and DeCOALonize Kenya have set a focus on
the destructive power that the plant is expected to have over pristine marine ecosystems, land and
national carbon emissions which are expected to rise by 700% should the coal plant be built. Being
a country with a relatively ‘clean’ energy mix, Kenya currently generates 70Mt greenhouse gases
(GHG), which is below the 100Mt GHG stated to be Kenya’s emissions allowance in the Paris
Agreement (Climate Data Explorer 2019, DeCOALonize 2017). Building a coal plant with
emissions as high as two million cars hitting the road, will represent a significant regression on the
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national pro-climate agenda, and according to Mark Chenaik from Environmental Law Alliance
Worldwide “would put in serious jeopardy Kenya’s ability to meet the 2030 emissions target it set
out” (DeCOALonize 2017).
The coastal regions of Lamu are home to endangered species such as sea turtles and mangroves,
serving as a main source of income for hundreds of fishermen and their families along the coast.
This environment would be particularly put at risk because of the use of a controversial oncethrough cooling system for the Lamu coal plant, where sea water is used to cool the system and
then flushed back into the ocean - a system that has long been abandoned by coal plants around the
world due to its enormous externalities (DeCOALonize 2017, Save Lamu 2019). Experts assert that
ocean temperatures could rise by 9°C if construction plans were realised, with tremendous effects
for marine life and ecosystems. Additionally, construction would entail the removal of large forest
areas, including 70% of Kenya’s mangrove forests, as well as the release of toxic waste and coal
ash which could have detrimental effects on natural ecosystems (ibid.). Northern Kenya is also
home to 75% of Kenyan wildlife which the LAPSSET corridor will cut across and likely damage
irrevocably (Enns 2019: 371).
Putting at risk the livelihoods of communities in Lamu county may prove particularly problematic
due to the region’s historical conflicts and disagreements over land rights: Lamu communities have
historically experienced marginalisation and exclusion since the country’s independence in 1963
and developed an adverse attitude towards the state when it comes to these issues (DeCOALonize
2017, Browne 2015: 51). Browne further suggests that ‘confused and sometimes contradictory
announcements have fuelled public anxiety over land grabbing and the wider impact of the project,
which has both exacerbated existing inter- and intra-communal tensions and created new ones’
(2015: 6).vi The fact that public hearings on the environmental impact of the plant were closed
before the period of public comment was over, and also venues for public comment were largely
inaccessible for poorer communities as the journey required taking a costly ferry, was raised as a
complaint towards the Kenyan National Human Rights Commission (KNHRC).vii In May 2017,
KNHRC raised a ‘red flag’ for the Lamu project and LAPSSET corridor in response to the lack of
public participation, until a well-grounded impact assessment will be presented (Muthai 2017).
Another important factor for resistance against the coal plant is the damage expected to be
experienced at the Lamu Island World Heritage Site, the oldest and best-preserved Swahili
settlement in East Africa (Latif Dahir 2019). Institutions such as the UNESCO’s Reactive
Monitoring Mission declared there will be ‘irreparable and unmitigable’ harm to the World Heritage
Site due to increased water temperatures and significant air pollution. Despite this being a reason
in itself to inhibit construction of the plant, Lamu Island also represents one of Kenya’s most
important tourist attractions and sources of income, with ever increasing popularity and a
considerable rise in luxurious resorts and holiday reserves for domestic and international tourists.
If this was lost, local unemployment is expected to increase considerably, and national income
affected negatively (DeCOALonize 2017)
On a global scale, the Lamu controversy has significance both in terms of the plant’s environmental
impact, particularly the increase in carbon emissions and the fuelling of climate change, but also in
terms of the politics of energy and finance. While many countries aim to exit fossil-based energy
production, entering coal-based energy production in 2020 could set rather regressive political
incentives and role models, especially across (East-) Africa.viii Lamu activism has further
influenced a number of important and far-reaching decisions in terms of international support for
coal. Being major investors for the project in its initial phase, both the South African Standard bank
and the African Development Bank pulled out of the project. Standard Bank took this step in 2017,
when resistance against the project persisted and the bank feared to face ‘stranded assets’ when not
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divesting from the increasingly problematic project (350.org 2019a). Omar Elawi from
DeCOALonize Kenya commented on the bank’s decision by saying
“The fact that a major African bank refuses to fund this
deadly plant sends a strong anti-coal message amidst
financiers increasing unease when funding coal globally.
Any investment in coal is a disaster for the planet.
Financiers are aware of the poor financial return of these
projects, especially in comparison to renewable energy projects.” (ibid.)
In November 2019, the African Development Bank also decided to withdraw its promised funding
of US$ 100 million for the Lamu project, after the bank had stated in September 2019 that it would
soon ‘get out of coal’ (Winning 2019). The bank decided to stop funding all coal-related projects in
Kenya, including Lamu and coal mining in Kitui due to rising resistance, and the risk of coal-related
investments turning into stranded assets in the near future (ibid.). The bank’s director Akinwumi
Adesina added that AfDB ‘has no plans to invest in coal power plants in the future’ (Adesina 2019).
This may indeed have far-reaching effects on the project’s feasibility and that of future fossil-fuelbased projects across Africa, demonstrating the regional importance of the Lamu controversy and
the strength of using decolonial narratives targeting specific power relations such as those imposed
by financial institutions.

5. Negotiating energy sovereignty and national emancipation
The energy sector seems to be central to both concepts of national self-determination, and
development. In this section, it will be argued that therefore, energy generation in general, and the
Lamu coal plant in particular, have become the site of socio-political struggles where matters of
national self-determination, development and decolonisation are being negotiated. This analysis
aims to identify to what extent the anti-coal movement in Kenya has become the site of decolonial
activism and alternative conceptualisations of energy sufficiency and development.
In a similar way that the engagement of extractive industries and fossil fuels in low- and middleincome countries has received criticisms, international environmentalism and conservationist
efforts are also receiving backlash from postcolonial thinkers and politicians. The question they
may ask is: Why should low- and middle-income countries subjugate themselves to strict
environmental policies, that high-income countries could deliberately disregard on their path to
industrialisation and economic development in the past (Mhango 2019: 353)? Providing less
developed countries with higher burdens and the requirement for the use of more expensive
technologies is perceived to create an unfair structural framework in which it is near impossible for
low-income countries to reach development targets, imposing just another mechanism of control
and superiority on behalf of rich countries and powerful corporation. While this narrative is, in part,
employed by government officials in defence of the coal plant, stressing the urgency of affordable
energy, activists, local residents and scholars challenge and resist this reasoning as protesters reject
entering the domain of fossil fuel-based energy creation portrayed as a way for Kenya to further cut
ties of dependency. Coal supporters use arguments of national self-sufficiency and energy
independence in order to defend the project for domestic power generation, soon to be supplemented
with the mining of Kenyan coal in the Mui Basin. According to them, coal will give Kenya the
freedom to pursue its development goals as formulated as part of the Vision 2030, expand its
industrial sector and cut ties of international dependency that way. As Richard Muiru, advisor to
the Kenyan Ministry of Energy and Petroleum phrases it: “Coal will give us some breathing space;
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we see it as a shot in the arm as we continue to develop our renewables” (in Rosen 2017). However,
the planned start of coal mining in the Kitui Mui Basin and oil drilling activities in Turkana draw a
different picture where fossil fuels ought to become a permanent feature of Kenya’s electricity and
development future. Boulle suggests that actually, ‘the plant appears to be part of an infrastructure
development vision championed by President Kenyatta and supported by a growing relationship
with China, suggesting the future of coal may be determined by interests other than robust, least
cost energy planning’, summarising the debate at the core of anti-coal activism in Kenya (Boulle
2019: 1). This chapter is going to examine in detail how activists reject and question this
interpretation of postcolonial thought and the interests behind it.

5.1 The right to a clean environment – environmental self-determination and energy generation
The discourses presented as part of the anti-Lamu protests demonstrate a strong reliance on
postcolonial development critiques and scepticism towards foreign-backed, large scale initiatives
perceived as neo-colonial endeavours against the interests and rights of Kenyan citizens. Through
an emphasis on the right to a clean and healthy environment, activists express their own hierarchy
of needs, where environment comes before cheap electricity promised through coal. As Endalew
Enyew explains, the formal basis for these claims, the right to Permanent Sovereignty over Natural
Resources (PSNR) emerged as an official right in the era of decolonisation in the mid-20th century
in order to provide “newly independent states with control over resources formerly held by colonial
powers (Farmer in Enyew 2017: 223). Resource extraction has been at the heart of the colonial
project where colonisers engaged in resource extraction through granting concessions to foreign
firms on favourable terms – a scheme that anti-coal activists see to be repeated in the case of Lamu
as mining concessions in Kitui and building and operation posts in Lamu are held by non-Kenyan
corporations. The PSNR secures the right for independent nations to dispose freely of all natural
resources on national territory. With the evolvement of human rights standards over time, the PSNR
has been extended to apply to ‘all peoples’, rather than nation states only (Enyew 2017: 222).
Conversely, which is also key to the arguments presented by environmental groups in Kenya,
withholding this right to resource sovereignty from certain communities and individuals effectively
questions their status as rightful ‘peoples’ within the meaning of international law. The PSNR is
incorporated into various human rights treaties, including the UN ICCPR which states in Article 47
that “Nothing in the present Covenant[s] shall be interpreted as impairing the inherent right of all
peoples to enjoy and utilize fully and freely their natural wealth and resources” (in Enyew 2017:
226), authorising all peoples to use available resources for their own ends. Ultimately, Kenya faces
a deep-seated conflict over what these ends ought to be. The African Charter of Human and People’s
rights, further recognises that all people shall freely dispose of their wealth and natural resources.
This right shall be exercised in the exclusive interest of the people. In no case shall a people be
deprived of it” (Enyew 2017: 226, emphasis added).
The reliance on the right to resource sovereignty seems to offer two partly conflicting
interpretations. While after gaining independence, states used the PSNR to regain control over their
natural resources and free themselves of continued economic exploitation, Lamu communities now
use this same strategy to oppose the Kenyan government. Taking into consideration the large degree
of foreign involvement and the lack of consultation and participation of residents and local
stakeholders, the government is being accused of having violated its responsibility to truly consider
the different claims made on communal and national resource sovereignty by its citizens.
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DeCOALonize Kenya (2019)
On their twitter account, DeCOALonize Kenya posted this image on the symbolic date of Mashujaa
Day which translates from Swahili into ‘heroes’ day’ and honours those involved in Kenya’s
struggle for independence from colonial rule. Drawing the connection between the Lamu coal plant
and Mashujaa day reveals the strong decolonial sentiments embodied in the struggle against coal in
Kenya and also directly mentions the right to a clean and healthy environment which is seen to be
put at risk through neo-colonial and unequitable investment plans in Kenyan coal.

Nkuchia-Kyalo (2017)
In mentioning the Kenyan constitution in favour of anti-coal activism, citizen and activist NkuchiaKyalo perceives of Lamu as an endeavour that Kenyans are supposed to stand up and unite against
as a nation. This exposes a new sense of nationalism that is, first and foremost, directed against the
foreign influence in highly emitting industries.
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The very name of the biggest coalition against the project, DeCOALonize, points directly at the
decolonial strategies and arguments employed in the fight against coal in Kenya. This twitter user
formulates the emancipatory reasoning in his own words:

(GIFSEP 2017)
By emphasising the need for ‘energy solutions that are for and by Africans’, the Nigerian NGO
affialiated with DeCOALonize, firstly stresses the importance of anti-coal movements for the
energy future of not only Kenya, but Africa as a whole, and also expresses their disregard for the
foreign control of African energy sources and -generation - and their perceived inadequacy for the
needs of Africans and African development. In fact, Kenya has been found to have capacities to
further specialise in renewables without signficant increases in consumer prices (Torrie 2014).
5.2 The role of foreign interest for decolonial activist agendas
While many Western countries largely move towards renewable energies, a majority of
development and investment in the energy sector of the Global South promote fossil-fuel based
energy generation. (McVeigh 2018). This reveals a major incoherence in enegry politics of higherincome countries perceived as a way to ‘offload’ dirty energies to lower-income countries. Due to
diminishing investement prospects at home, Kenyan coal offers a welcome opportunity to maintain
business opportunities for Western coal and oil firms. Walid Ahmed, a member of Save Lamu,
phrases it this way: “So many states are now withdrawing coal because of its emissions—because
of its environmental destruction; so we don’t see why they should bring it here.” (in Rosen 2017),
stressing that Kenya is not willing to become the world’s emissions scapegoat.ix Also Chinese
investment has extended far beyond its national borders in the energy sector, partly due to existing
overcapacities in domestic energy sectors, where Lamu provides a new source of profit for ‘Chinese
contractors and equipment manufactures impacted by the domestic slowdown’ (Rosen 2017). Yet,
the low levels of transparency against a background of political patronage in Kenya allow little
conclusions about the impact this partnership will ultimately have on the lives of Kenyan
communities (ibid.). Supposed to be planned, constructed and operated by the Chinese company
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Amu Power, backed by a $1.2bn loan by the Industrial Commercial Bank of China, the Lamu coal
plant is a clear example of Chinese dominance across the region (NS Energy 2018, Rosen 2017).
In this context, a brief examination of the overall LAPSSET project and the parties and interests
involved may be useful, exposing the ways in which the two projects have attracted attention and
support from key actors in mainstream development and the neoliberal financial regime. The $25
billion infrastructure project had been conceptualised in 1972 already, but was shelved due to the
project’s exorbitant costs and lack of international investment interest (Kabukuru 2016). In 2003,
the project was taken up by then-president Kibaki and integrated into the national development
Vision 2030 which promises to transform Kenya into a middle-income, industrialised nation by
2030 (ibid., Government of Kenya 2020). After foreign investors such as Brazil, the EU, India and
Qatar failed to fulfil their funding commitments, Kenya in 2015/16 decided to commit 16% of its
national budget to the project as pressures from South Sudan and other stakeholders increased
(Kabukuru 2016). Further investors included a South African-led consortium which invested $1.9bn
into the LAPSSET corridor, a deal that was signed under then-president Jacob Zuma (Mwaniki
2016), and the US Department of Commerce for International trade committed $9.5 billion to
construction and $7.55 billion on projected exports (Wengraf 2018)
Over time, the international community undertook a number of efforts to boost the projects
attractivity for investments as it is facing financial constraints. In May 2016, the Sustainable
Development Investment Partnership (SDIP) released a new $20 billion cross-border infrastructure
hub during the 2016 World Economic Forum in Davos.x In the same year, LAPSSET CEO Kasuku
received an award at the 9th Global Infrastructure Leadership Forum held in Washington DC
(Ocheing 2016). Further, the project was named to have significant positive impact on Kenya’s
economic development by both World Bank and IMF (ibid.). In January 2020, LAPSSET was
adopted as an African Union project, meaning to elevate the project’s status by making it a regional
affair and component of the African Continental Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA) (Kitimo 2020).
Chinese involvement in the project is mainly characterised by a number of contracts worth several
hundred million USD for construction and operation of project components. Only the Lamu port is
direct part of the China Belt and Road Initiative, however, this implies an estimated investment of
$5.3 billion alone, financed by the China Road and Bridge Corporation and China Communications
Constructions Company (Demissie et. al 2016: 22). Yet, the port’s success may in fact depend on
the energy generated by the Lamu power plant which is also planned to be built and operated by
Chinese corporations.
In addition, concerns were raised about the origins of Kenya’s Vision 2030 and the LAPSSET
project, which is portrayed as part of an essentially neoliberal and exploitative development agenda.
The Kenyan grand development scheme Vision 2030 has been suspected to not be conceptualised
by government officials only, but received considerable input from the South African arm of the
international consulting firm McKinsey (wa Wamwere 2011, Muthaura 2018, Mosley 2016: 458).
With its focus on competition, management, accountability and market-based solutions, the Vision
2030 is perceived to be a parade example of neoliberal economic engineering and with the
involvement of McKinsey becomes much less of a genuine ‘Kenyan’ development vision (ibid). As
wa Wamwere writes in the Daily Nation:
‘While a national dream is conceived by people, Vision 2030
was not conceived internally by Kenyans but externally by
McKinsey & Company of South Africa that has been conceiving
and selling “national visions” to African countries like Kenya.
Ours is Vision 2030, Rwanda’s Vision 2020, Burundi’s Vision 2025,
Tanzania’s Vision 2025, and so forth’ (2011).
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With LAPSSET and Lamu being central to the Vision 2030 thus move into the spotlight even more
as endeavours that may indeed not serve Kenyan best interests, but that of global markets and the
opening of new territory for mega-projects and fossil fuel business which is on the retreat in other
parts of the world.

This post with reference to the famous Kenyan environmental activist Wangari Maathai, also
reinforces the sense that Kenyans should not settle for less than an energy mix that respects national
values of environmental protection, and the protection of cultural and historical heritage. The
differences in value systems between supporters and opponents of the coal plant, both offering
relatable arguments underlying their opinion further reveals some of the challenges for development
agendas more generally: While, for instance, the Sustainable Development Goals desire the
eradication of poverty by 2030 which the Kenyan government assumes to achieve through cheap
energy generation with the use of coal, this collides with goal #13 that calls to stop climate change
and lower emissions. Yet, Kenyan activists carefully specify the kind of development they prioritise
and perceive to be adequate for Kenyan progress - one that does without carbon-intensive energy.
Although there may not be any feasible large-scale renewable energy alternatives in Kenya yet, the
country has the potential to form its own path to sustainable energy sufficiency. Temper claims that
‘a new ethic of care for future generations, territory, water and all life can inform the creation of
new alliances for sovereignty and eco-sufficiency’ in different parts of the world (Temper 2019:
11). In that sense, Kenyan activism in combination with Kenya’s abundance of renewable energy
sources, may indeed lead to an alternative energy trajectory based on the right to a clean
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environment, the employment of domestic priorities and values and thereby create a power strategy
that works in favour both of the environment and poverty reduction, embracing an independent
concept of energy generation that offers nationally and locally feasible trade-off scenarios between
clean energy and development.
On the other hand, project leaders such as the 2017 deputy president Ruto advised Lamu
communities to not ‘scare investors away’ and stated that the Lamu project will not have any
negative consequences for Lamu residents (deCOALonise 2017). He adds that the project does not
want “people opposing development projects that they have no knowledge of. These projects are
meant to change the lives of our people and I think leaders must have the interests of the people at
heart" (Ruto in Praxides 2016). This admits to part of the problem: that possibly relevant knowledge
has been withheld from local communities during the planning process. According to Uma Kothari,
colonialism and development tend to follow similar ideas of progress and modernization,
reasserting colonial categorizations of difference and portrays the poor as passive as voiceless
(2005: 49). In the context of power generation, this allows to draw two parallels: Firstly, proponents
of the Kenyan coal plant imply a depoliticised idea of linear progression within energy generation
in particular, using fossil fuels to proceed to ‘more costly’ renewable energy, which, as outlined
above is an inaccurate portrayal of the cost-effectiveness of fossil fuel based energy sources in
comparison to renewables. Secondly, the discourse produced by investors and government officials
in favour of the coal plant have appeared to disregard local and bottom-up claims of environmental
protection, belonging and traditional livelihood preservation, mirroring the sense of institutional
arrogance hinted at by Kothari in the context of mainstream development efforts. Breaking free
from these constraints might require a radical politics of decolonisation which Mhango describes
as the right to genuine self-determination and the ability to make independent decisions over the
use of resources (2008: 352).
Edmond Moukala, head of the UNESCO Africa Unit states that “The absence of dialogue is the
root of many tensions [..]. There were a lot of questions from all parties and we made
recommendations on how the community could be more involved” (in Harrisberg 2019). This
exposes in how far Lamu community members experienced the planning of the Lamu plant as an
exclusive, top-down mechanism of decision-making irresponsive of local concerns and demands
amplified by the high degree of foreign involvement in the planning and financing process. While
nation states in the Global North are often understood or portrayed to be in full control over the
design and realisation of national energy transitions, in Sub Saharan Africa, the latter are perceived
to be directed not only by the state, but also as subject to foreign capital flows and the interests of
international corporations (Newell, Bulkeley 2017: 651). This creates a sense of uneven power and
loss of sovereignty, intensifying the sentiment of national African energy sectors being controlled
by ‘outsiders’ that do neither prioritise the wealth and well-being of African communities nor
appreciate democratic and inclusive means of decision-making. The need for international
investments due to Kenyan indebtedness further fuel sentiments of increased dependency (Browne
2015: 11). The resulting sense of powerlessness and exposure to foreign interests with direct
consequences for Kenyan community life, health conditions and ecosystems has fuelled the
formulation of decolonial narratives against the Lamu coal-fired plant. In fact, activists have
claimed that former colonising powers have been replaced with neoliberal ‘corporate colonisers’
(350.org) that seek easy and fast profit. Yet, activists demand better for their countries and
emancipatory discourses play a major role within their struggle.
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5.3 Politicising ‘development’
The criticism of top-down decision making on behalf of the coal industry and the Kenyan
government, and their perceived disregard of local livelihoods and environments corresponds to the
core of many postcolonial critiques of development that are particularly concerned about the
disempowerment of local communities in the planning and realisation of large-scale development
programs in the Global South. Thus, in rejecting a development paradigm based on cheap, reliable
but ‘dirty’ energy, anti-coal activists thereby reject a particular development trajectory that
prioritises growth over the environment and preservation of traditional livelihoods such as fishing
and pastoralism.
Firstly, the assumed benefits of coal are highly challenged. Focusing on the viability on coal,
opponents of the Lamu plant argue that the Environmental and Social Impact Assessment is based
on questionable estimates regarding the price of coal and efficiency rate of production. For the plant
to achieve outcomes as promised in the EIA and the ‘clean coal plan’, coal would have to be prices
that are way below market levels (DeCOALonize Kenya 2017)xi. Further, energy production
function more efficiently than any other coal plant in history with an efficiency rate of 85% (global
average efficiency lies at 67%). In order to lower the price of coal, the Kenyan government is
planning on substituting South Africa coal imports with domestically mined coal from the Mui
Basin. However, experts estimate that the quality of coal from the Mui Basin will be too low to be
used for the Lamu plant (DeCOALonize Kenya 2017). Hence, costly coal imports from South
Africa are likely to continue (Boulle 2019: 8). The debate over the cost-effectiveness of the plant
also covers the price of energy generated. According to Boulle, ‘reports indicate that Amu Power
signed a 25-year PPA with Kenya Power at $0.0752, which is comparable with the price of
geothermal-based electricity’ (Boulle 2019: 5). Similarly, Torrie, in their analysis of costeffectiveness and availability of different energy sources in Kenya, suggests that wind, nuclear and
biomass are the most economical sources for power generation, before solar, geothermal, coal and
diesel (2014).
Similarly, estimates that claim a decrease in electricity costs for consumers when including coal in
the national energy mix are far from straight forward. The former head of the Kenya Energy
Regulatory Commission, Hindpal Jabbal, expresses strong disapproval of the plant as he believes
that projections of energy demands are inflated and that transporting coal to Lamu and energy to
the metropolis will be costly. He adds that most of additional costs will likely not be carried by
Amu Power but Kenyan taxpayers. Also the thought that electricity production from Lamu will
likely exceed the demand for electricity in Kenya, and that a subsequent oversupply could ultimately
to an increase, rather than a decrease, in electricity prices is widespread and has gained significance
in the context of only slow increases in economic growth over the past years (Kamau 2017,
DeCOALonize 2017).xii Accordingly, requests have been made to halve the plant’s capacity, posing
another setback for the project (ibid.).
Based on these incoherencies, some suspect that the ‘cheap-power-for-all-punchline’ might hide
the fact that the energy produced in Lamu may mainly power a new 32-berth port that is being
constructed as part of the LAPSSET framework, not far from Lamu (Rosen 2017). Indeed, the
LAPSSET corridor project and the Lamu plant are two closely intertwined projects and stakeholders
have a strong interest in both projects being completed and does, in fact, appear to be based on a
neoliberal development agenda central to many problems and discussions about development today
(Boulle 2019: 8).
Over the past years, scholars have increasingly noted a shift in development paradigms in (east)
Africa. The LAPSSET mega-project is labelled part of a new form of ‘high-modernism’ that
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promotes large-scale projects, relying on an enthusiasm around technical and economic expertise
where infrastructure is seen as a necessary condition for industrialisation, economic growth and
poverty reduction (Enns 2019: 360). Today, remote areas such as Northern Kenya are seen as
sources of ‘untapped potential’ rather than useless wastelands unattractive for capital where state
activity in the past was limited to patrolling and monitoring (Mosley 2016: 453). Against this past
and with the extent of foreign involvement in the Lamu and LAPSSET projects, the suspicion the
projects received in Northern Kenya may not appear surprising. Moreover, the narrative of untapped
potential is both essentially in a sense that it represents a mechanism to open up new markets, and
reminds of a colonial, or at least exploitative, understanding of African resource use. Although it is
the Kenyan government proposing the project in the case of Lamu, the regional tensions suggest a
perceived extension of the colonial-exploitative argument on behalf of Northern Kenyans whose
livelihoods will be affected. This, in combination with the fact that much of the project is supported
through foreign resources and exercised through contracts with foreign construction, drilling and
planning firms creates an image of the Kenyan government as an ally of international capital and
foreign interests rather than what is best for the northern regions and the country as a whole. Further,
Enns suggests that the above narrative of technical solutions for poverty reduction is used
strategically by project proponents in order to rationalise and depoliticise the associated loss of land
and negative socio-ecological consequences (2019: 360). The emergence of whole protest
movements challenges this depoliticisation of coal and the LAPSSET corridor by speaking out
about their concerns and demanding political action and accountability.
This sort of grand-scheme-transformative ideology, mixed with a lack of consultation and
involvement of local communities has sparked dissent, suspicion and resistance. Yet, wary of being
cast as anti-development by governments, most civil society organisations [such as Save Lamu]
have stressed that they are not opposed to the LAPSSET corridor and development per se, but don’t
agree with major characteristics of the way they are being taken forward (Browne 2015: 49).
‘Expert’ claims on the viability of the project are often informed by neoliberal ideas of
modernisation that sustain government claims to land – which has been a historically sensitive issue
in northern Kenya (Enns 2019: 361). In fact, in the controversies surrounding LAPSSET and Lamu,
historical power inequalities become particularly visible and tangible targets for protest: an urban
disregard for pastoralism and northern Kenya more generally, commonly portrayed as backwards
and even threatening. This division has its roots in colonial decisions over Kenyan land use and
thus leaves Lamu residents with a certain degree of distrust when it comes to large-sale interventions
into their homelands (2019: 363)
Ahmed, member of Save Lamu, explains: “The sea and land are our wealth” (in Harrisberg 2019),
further he states: “we do want development but we also want to be informed about what this
development will look like”. Cobus von Staden adds that residents in low- and middle-income
countries increasingly demand a say on development projects and how they could impact local
livelihoods (in Harrisberg 2019). The Lamu victory over the coal industry and government of
Kenya’s large-scale development plans for the region and country reminds corporations and
governments of the power of public protests and may set an example that can lead to a better
inclusion of local populations in order to prevent damage to a project later down the line. As Mark
Odaga, Save Lamu’s legal partner at Natural Justice phrases it: “What this means is you can’t ignore
the concerns of a community when considering a development project. Indeed, this case from the
start wasn’t about anti-development. It was about giving communities a chance to participate
meaningfully in developments concerning them” (in Land Rights Now 2019).
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DeCOALonize (2019a)
This graphic summarises activists’ perceptions of negative local and national effects anticipated
from the Lamu coal project. There is a clear emphasis on the importance of locally-specific ways
for income generation that do not only represent an economic, but also social and cultural value to
local residents. This value seems to have more weight to local residents, than that of promised cheap
energy, and Kenya’s Vision 2030 which exposes a clear divergence between the concerns and
priorities of low-income and local Kenyans, and the development plans proposed by the Kenyan
government and financial stakeholders. In 2018, 5,000 fishermen claimed a $17 million
compensation for the loss of traditional fishing rights due to the construction of a port in Mnada
Bay as part of the LAPSSET corridor (Harrisberg 2019). This shows that residents are not willing
to give up traditional ways of living without at least monetary compensation and this does not yet
take into account matters of belonging and the inherent value that local residents put on
environmental protection. Lamu activists represent an example of postcolonial critiques of
development in practice as their activism challenges, and ultimately resists official narratives of
development, and progress towards modernity through the carbonization of Kenyan electricity
generation which would have entailed the loss of land, and traditional ways of life in the name of
modernity – all aspects that are central to mainstream development measures that receive growing
amounts of criticism (Craggs 2014:7).

6. Conclusions
This critical enquiry into the reasoning and narratives underlying anti-coal activism in face
of the proposed Lamu power plant in Kenya has shown that concepts of neo-colonialism and
national sovereignty in terms of resource control take on a major role in contemporary Kenyan
energy politics and -activism. The Lamu case study offers a particularly interesting insight into
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these dynamics, as it unites controversies within and between environmental sustainability, and
economic and social development. The argumentative strategies used by anti-coal activists show
quest for self-determination, and through their discursive references to colonial and neo-colonial
properties of development programs, the demonstration of a strong African environmentalism and
rejection of mainstream fossil fuel-favouring narratives may provide the basis for a reconsideration
of concepts of modernity, development and appropriate paths towards national energy selfsufficiency as they disrupt existing power structures and (alleged) means of poverty reduction. In
the context of Kenya being among the countries with the cleanest energy mix worldwide, the
rejection of coal means rejecting to embark on the same development path as high-income countries
and therefore, a rejection of Kenya’s role as a ‘follower’ in issues of global energy generation. This
way, activists contributed significantly to a re-politicisation of coal and energy in Kenya, against
the portrayal of coal being a natural component of national economic development. Although the
content and effects of the Lamu flagship project remain to be assessed upon completion, it appears
inspired by neoliberal understandings of economic development paying little regard to alternative
value systems in terms of resource and land use.
As Newell and Bulkeley argue, an understanding of the actors involved in and affected by different
energy trajectories may indeed offer new perspectives on how to foster successful ways towards
decarbonisation and development strategies that go beyond the reliance on fossil fuels (2017: 651).
This is what this paper aims to have initiated and thus, the analysis of arguments presented may
offer key insights into the quest for alternative development paradigms off the path of fossil fuels,
and make the case the for a strong African environmentalism that has had far-reaching effects for
coal and fossil fuel related projects across the continent. The case study offers several starting points
for future research, including the change in perceptions towards fossil fuels among financial
institutions, and the cross-cultural power of decolonial narratives in LFFU activism in the Global
South.
The recent developments offer a chance for Kenya to take on a leading role within the international
political economy of energy and also set an example for other African countries and institutions.
The project appears to work in favour of international capital and a national elite, which anti-coal
activists find inacceptable. Instead, activists demand a new development strategy that preserves
local and national values and environments, offering a Kenyan solution to tackle poverty and
inequality rather than selling their convictions for a not-so-quick-fix for Kenya’s electricity
problems. Save Lamu Vice Chair Mohammed Mbwana phrases it this way: ”We are now old, but
we inherited a clean and healthy environment from our fathers, and it’s our duty to give our children
a clean and healthy environment as well” (in Land Rights Now 2020).
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This apparent predominance of the Western value system is also criticised in Edward Said’s
influential concept of Orientalism which exposes a strict binary categorisation of societies and
values rooted deeply in colonial histories as the base of most contemporary political and
developmental discourses (ibid. 9). Said creates an understanding of the degree to which the
development narrative creates sharp dualisms between modern and backwards, rich and poor, and
Western and Eastern, based on colonial history (Charusheela, Zein-Elabin 2003: 177, 180). This
binary categorization implicit in development discourse is of major importance when considering
the small degree to which people in the Global South have the autonomy to create context-specific
cultural, social, political and economic models and policies (Escobar 1995: 7).
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Scholars see these processes of neoliberal governance as a project of ‘social engineering’ in the
interest of neoliberal capitalism where power lies with the private investor and international
financial institutions (Cammack 2013: 176, Harrison 2010: 32). This can render notions of genuine
post-colonial national sovereignty problematic (Harrison 2010: 60).
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In fact, Africa seems to lose rather than gain from neoliberal flows of foreign direct investment,
making it the world’s silent net creditor: ‘African countries received $161.6 billion in 2015—mainly
in loans, personal remittances and aid in the form of grants. Yet $203 billion was taken from Africa,
either directly—mainly through corporations repatriating profits and by illegally moving money out
of the continent—or by costs imposed by rest of the world through climate change.’ (Curtis in Bond
2017: 27). In Africa, the majority of investment and trade patterns currently centre around lowvalue primary commodities such as precious metals, fossil fuels or agriculture, resulting in a nature
of FDI that is ‘lumpy’ and concentrates on primary commodities that are easily and quickly to
extract without regards to the implications for local communities or national economic development
(Harrison 2010: 9, Bond 2008: 18). Investments in primary commodities represent the most
common, and also the most exploitative channel of FDI, amplifying patterns of uneven development
with little intent for broader societal improvement (Bond 2017: 26, Ferguson 2006: 35).
With a GDP of US$ 87.908 in 2018, Kenya currently accounts for the second largest economy in
East Africa (World Bank Data 2019). Poverty levels have been decreasing over the past decades
to 35.6% of the population living below the poverty line of $1.90 a day in 2019 (World Bank
2019a). Economic growth has been stable around 5-6% over the past years, being at 5.7% in 2019
amidst threats of drought and economic decline, while the growth forecast for 2020 is 5.9%
(World Bank 2020a). In 2015, Kenya signed the Paris Agreement and committed to lower its
emissions by 30% by 2030 (deCOALonize 2017).
v
Researchers agree that electricity access is distributed unevenly across different social classes
and regions in Kenya, where middle and upper classes represent the majority of households with
access to electricity (Andreasson 2017: 2640).v It is often not the availability of electricity, but
also its affordability hat poses a major access barrier for many Kenyans. Electricity rates are
relatively high when compared across the region: while manufacturers in Kenya pay $0.15/kWh,
manufacturers in Ethiopia only pay $0.04/kWh (Boulle 2019: 4). This suggests that the price of
energy may indeed pose a significant hindrance to economic progress. It is precisely this train of
thought that, as according to government officials and investors, has inspired the planning of the
coal-fired plant in Kenya’s Lamu county.
iv

When government plans ordered the relocation of communities from other regions to Lamu in
the past, the initiative led to the implementation of illegal land privatisations schemes through the
government for new settlers, unrest and land grabbing by local elites and new settlers. Proposing
the construction precisely within these territories, the coal plant taps right into historical
grievances and the sensitive issue of land, blurry land rights, livelihoods and sacrifice of Lamu
communities’ resources in order to facilitate broader national development plans.
vi

In fact, Save Lamu first contested the licence on the grounds of the lack of an adequate
resettlement plan, insufficient consideration of the impacts on marine life, and insufficient
exploration of alternative energy options (Boulle 2019: 5).
vii

If the international community was to stick to its goal of low carbon electricity supply
technologies to supply 80% of global electricity by 2050 in order to prevent global warming above
2°C by 2100, opening a coal industry in Kenya may have detrimental effects for the development
of global climate (Boulle 2019: 1).
viii

Moreover, many African countries are among those hit the hardest by climate change and, for
instance, Kenyan hydro power capacities experienced considerable losses in productivity due to
longer dry seasons and droughts. Thus, activists stress that climate change ought not to be fuelled
further through high emisssions and various negative environmental impediments as expected to
occur when the coal plant was built. Accoring to Leah Temper, climate justce movements use
tactics that seek to counter the ‘colonial dynamics and other forms of oppressionand ecological
devastation’ as brough about with the global expansion of neoiberal capitalism where ‘radical
22
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climate justice is a de-colonial struggle that aims to disrupt and unsettle the various means of
extracting energies from colonised territories and peoples’ (2019: 6,9)ix. Mhango writes that
climate change is a colonialist problem due to the fact that poor countries suffer
disproportionately from the emissions caused in rich countries (2008: 436).
However, funding was assigned to projects in Saint Lucia and Ghana instead (SDIP 2020).
For the plant to achieve outcomes as promised in the EIA and the ‘clean coal plan’, coal would
have to be purchased at a price of $50 per ton which is way below market levels of $78.50 per ton
of coal. The price of coal has not dropped to $50 per ton in over a decade (DeCOALonize Kenya
2017).
x

xi

According to Boulle, the planning was not only based on inflated demand forecasts, but also
growth forecasts, suggesting that realistic economic growth will be around 5-6%, rather than
promised 10% over the next years. Energy demand will only rise accordingly and increase the risk
for oversupplies once more (2019: 9)
xii
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